Technology
automates fund services.
WAMapps elevates them.

Wealth & Asset Management

WAMapps is a single, secure platform that
enhances risk management across audits,
reporting and tax. It enables flexible reporting,
smoother workflows and sharper insights.

A new level of service

A holistic approach, driven by singular principles:

As a truly global data, reporting and analytics platform built
specifically for wealth and asset management firms, WAMapps
transforms the fund service experience. It allows us to better
collaborate with you and administrators, and add value to your
operations every day, at every step.

| Knowing where things stand provides comfort beyond convenience.

| Reveals deeper insights based on comprehensive current data
| Keeps you updated on everything that’s happening, in every area

| Working from one shared data source reduces human error and
mitigates risk.
| Data quality and reliability improve insights.
| Our continual investment will help cutting-edge capabilities stay
cutting-edge.
| The point is to get you back to your core competencies.

| Allows us to be more forward-looking, interactive and responsive
| Helps you look at risk in new ways

Comprehensive

Scalable

Brings all of your data together
(including third-party administrators and market data)

Across funds
Add funds easily and gain economies of scale

A single, standardized data source supports richer analysis and
expanded review coverage across services

Across regions
Purpose-built to support your needs globally

Works where you want it to
(throughout the Americas, APAC and EMEIA)

Across services
Access everything we do for you now; expand easily as your service
needs evolve

Visual

Proven

| A single sign-on gives you access to your services through an
integrated dashboard.

280+ clients

| Rich visualizations surface data in compelling new ways.

25+ purpose-built apps

| Revealing views bring anomalies to light.

Continual investment in technology

13,500+ funds

| Smart information design adds clarity to workflows.
| You can see the whole picture then easily drill down to the details.

Contact your EY representative for a demo.
Learn more at ey.com/wamapps
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